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Cayley graphs on a subgroup of G‚(3, p), p’3 a prime, are defined and their
properties, particularly their spectra, studied. It is shown that these graphs are
connected, vertex-transitive, nonbipartite, and regular, and their degrees are com-
puted. The eigenvalues of the corresponding adjacency matrices depend on the
representations of the group of vertices. The ‘‘1-dimensional’’ eigenvalues can be
completely described, while a portion of the ‘‘higher dimensional’’ eigenfunctions are
discrete analogs of Bessel functions. A particular subset of these graphs is conjectured
to be Ramanujan and this is verified for over 2000 graphs. These graphs follow
a construction used by Terras on a subgroup of G‚(2, p). This method can be
extended further to construct graphs using a subgroup of G‚(n, p) for n54. The
1-dimensional eigenvalues in this case can be expressed in terms of the 1-dimensional
eigenvalues of graphs from G‚(2, p) and G‚(3, p); this part of the spectra alone is
sufficient to show that for n54, the graphs from G‚(n, p) are not in general
Ramanujan. ( 1998 Academic Presss1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Introduction
The spectrum of an operator frequently provides important information.
For example, the eigenvalues of the Laplacian are objects of much study. In
graph theory, the spectrum of the adjacency operator of any abstract graph is
related to many combinatorial properties of the graph such as its girth,*The results of this paper were first derived for the author’s Ph.D. thesis at the University of
California, Santa Cruz. The author thanks her Ph.D. advisor Solomon Friedberg for all of his
help and encouragement and also Audrey Terras for her support.
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394 NANCY TUFTS ALLENdiameter, chromatic number, and expansion constant (see Subsection 1.2 for
definitions and details). Additionally, when a graph represents a physical
object, its eigenvalues can contain more specialized information (for example,
when certain molecules are represented by graphs, the eigenvalues turn out to
be the energy levels of the electrons—see [13]).
In [35], two of these examples were linked by Terras’s construction of
graphs using a finite analog of the Poincare´ upper half plane (see subsection
1.3). It turns out that the adjacency operator of these graphs (minus a con-
stant) corresponds to the Laplacian of the classical upper half plane. These
graphs can also be constructed as Cayley graphs on the subgroup of G‚(2, p),
given by
Aff(p)"GA
y x
0 1B"(y x) : y3FCp , x3FpH
with generating set
S
p
(d, a)"M(y x)3Aff(p) :x2"ay#d (y!1)2N,
and hence are connected, vertex-transitive, and regular. One also has that the
degree is p#1, the girth is 3 or 4, and that they are nonbipartite. The
eigenvalues of these graphs can be divided into ‘‘1-dimensional’’ and ‘‘higher
dimensional’’ camps arising from the representations of the group of vertices.
After much work (see [9, 3, 33, 19]), these graphs were proved to be
Ramanujan (a k-regular graph is Ramanujan if the absolute value of any
eigenvalue not equal to k is bounded by 2Jk!1) and hence they are good
expander graphs.
Terras’s construction was successfully extended to include any finite field
as the base field [3]; however, the use of a finite ring produced non-Rama-
nujan graphs [5]. Work has also been done on similar constructions using
the p-adics [38] and the Heisenberg group [26], but less is known about the
spectra in these cases.
In this paper, rather than attempting to create an ‘‘upper half n-space,’’ we
use the more algebraic formulation of Terras’s graphs based on the above
subgroup of G‚(2, p) to generalize first to G‚(3, p) and then to G‚(n, p).
Specifically, for p an odd prime greater than 3, we construct graphs with
vertices elements of the G‚(3, p) subgroup
G"GA
y x z
0 1 0
0 0 1B"(y x z) : y3F
]
p
,x, z3F
pH.
ON THE SPECTRA OF CERTAIN GRAPHS 395We can show that for fixed d, a, c3F]
p
, the set
S
p
(d, a, c)"M(y x z)3G : x2#cz2"ay#d(y!1)2N
generates G and is symmetric. Therefore, let s
p
(d, a, c) be the Cayley graph on
G with generating set S
p
(d, a, c). The following theorem will be proved in
Section 3:
THEOREM. „he graph s
p
(d, a, c) is connected, vertex-transitive, nonbipar-
tite, and regular of degree
p2!p#pA
!c
p BA
a(a!4d)
p B#A
!c
p B .
Its girth is either 3 or 4.
Like Terras’s graphs, the eigenvalues of these graphs depend on the
representations of the group comprising their vertices. All of the 1-dimen-
sional eigenvalues can be completely described. The higher dimensional
eigenvalues can be divided further into 3 types, I, II, III, depending on the
associated representation. The type I eigenfunctions are discrete analogs of
Bessel functions and all but one of the corresponding eigenvalues equal the 1-
dimensional ones; half of the type II eigenfunctions and eigenvalues can be
found in the same fashion. Based on numerical calculations, it appears that
the remaining half of the type II’s, as well as approximately half of the type
III’s, are 0. Furthermore, we can make the following conjecture:
Conjecture. If (!c/p)"(a(a!4d)/p)"1, then the graph s
p
(d, a, c) is
Ramanujan.
This conjecture has been checked for all primes less than 225 (for a total of
over 2000 graphs).
The graphs from G‚(n, p), n54, are constructed in an analogous fashion:
Let
G
n
"GA
y x
1
x
2 2 xn~1
1 0 2 0
}
1 B"(y x1 x2 2 xn~1)
: y3F]
p
, x
1
,2, xn~13FpH.
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1
, c
2
,2, cn~13FCp and write vo n~1"(c1, c2,2, cn~1). Then the set
S
p
(d, a; vo n~1)"M(y x1 x2 2 xn~1)3Gn
: c
1
x2
1
#c
2
x2
2
#2#c
n~1
x2
n~1
"ay#d(y!1)2N
is a generating set for G
n
and is symmetric; define s
p
(d, a; vo n~1) to be the
corresponding Cayley graph on G
n
. We then have the following generaliz-
ation of the previous theorem:
THEOREM. If n’2, then the graph s
p
(d, a; vo n~1) is connected, vertex-tran-
sitive, nonbipartite, and regular. „he degree of s
p
(d, a; vo n~1) equals
pn~1!pn~2#pn@2A
(!1)(n~2)@2 d<n~1
j/1
c
j
p B A1!A
a!4d
p B
2
B
!2p(n~2)@2 A
(!1)(n~2)@2d<n~1
j/1
c
j
p B
if n is even, and
pn~1!pn~2#p(n~1)@2 A
(!1)(n~1)@2<n~1
j/1
c
j
p B A
a(a!4d)
p B
#p(n~3)@2A
(!1)(n~1)@2<n~1
j/1
c
j
p B
if n is odd.
As before, the eigenvalues can be separated by the representations of G
n
.
For n54, the 1-dimensional eigenvalues are equal to $p(n~e)@2 times one of
the 1-dimensional eigenvalues from an associated G‚(e, p) graph, where
e"2#nN , nN ,(n mod2), nN "0 or 1. These eigenvalues show that, in general,
these G‚(n, p) graphs are not Ramanujan for n54.
This paper is organized as follows: The rest of Section 1 contains introduc-
tory material on general graphs and on Terras’s graphs from the finite upper
half plane. In Section 2 we construct the analogous graphs in G‚(3, p) and
find some of their eigenvalues and eigenfunctions. Finally, Section 3 describes
the situation in G‚(n, p) for n greater than 3.
1.2. Graph „heory Preliminaries
All of the graphs considered in this paper will be standard undirected
graphs. A few basic concepts are reviewed here; for more details, see
[7, 16, 13, 31].
ON THE SPECTRA OF CERTAIN GRAPHS 397The girth, g (!), of a graph is the length of its shortest cycle. Estimates for
the girth can be found using the following inequality from [8],
n5G
1# k
k!2 ((k!1)(g~1)@2!1) for g odd
2
k!2 ((k!1)g@2!1) for g even
(1)
where n is the number of vertices, k is the minimum degree of the graph, and
the girth g is at least 3.
A graph is bipartite if there exist non-empty subsets »
1
, »
2
of » such that
»"»
1
X»
2
and »
1
W»
2
"0, with the property that if v,w3»
i
then (v,w) NE.
The degree of a vertex is the number of vertices to which it is adjacent. If
every vertex has degree k, we say that the graph is regular of degree k.
If G is a finite group and S is a generating set such that 1NS and s3S implies
s~13S (i.e., S is symmetric), then the Cayley graph of G with generating set
S is defined by using the elements of G as vertices and setting g,h adjacent if
and only if h~1g3S. It is clear that Cayley graphs are connected and regular
of degree DSD.
If !
1
and !
2
are graphs, then a map „ :!
1
P!
2
is a graph isomorphism if it
is a bijection that preserves adjacency. A graph automorphism is an isomor-
phism from a graph to itself. We say that a graph is vertex-transitive if, given
any two vertices v
1
and v
2
, there is a graph automorphism which takes v
1
to
v
2
. It should also be clear that Cayley graphs are also vertex-transitive.
The adjacency operator of a graph ! on complex-valued functions on the
set of vertices » is defined by
Af (v)" +
u !$+!#%/5 50 v
f (u).
If » is finite, then this operator can be written in matrix form by ordering the
vertices in some way, Mv
i
N, and defining the adjacency matrix by
A(i, j)"G
1 if v
i
is adjacent to v
j
0 otherwise.
Note that since the graph is undirected, the adjacency matrix is symmetric. If
‚2(») is the space of complex-valued functions on the vertices, then the
adjacency operator is self-adjoint with respect to the usual inner product on
‚2(»), i.e., if f, g3‚2(»), then (Af, g)"( f, Ag).
The spectrum of a graph is defined to be the spectrum of its adja-
cency matrix. These eigenvalues turn out to be intimately connected with
398 NANCY TUFTS ALLENcombinatorial properties of graphs. For example, if ! is a regular graph of
degree k, then the maximum eigenvalue of ! is k and the multiplicity of this
eigenvalue equals the number of connected components of !. The graph is
bipartite if and only if j being an eigenvalue of ! implies that !j is also an
eigenvalue with the same multiplicity. See [13, 31] for more details.
Before discussing other properties of a graph related to its eigenvalues, we
need first to fix some notation: Let ! be a k-regular graph with n vertices,
and label its eigenvalues so that k"j
0
5j
1
525jn~1. Set k1"
maxMDjD : DjD(kN.
Now, the diameter, D(!), of a graph is the maximum distance between any
two vertices (where the distance from one vertex to another is the length of
the shortest path between them). We have the following upper bound from
[11]:
D(!)4vlog(n!1)log(k/k
1
) w .
Another bound on D(!) from [13] says that
D(!)4m!1,
where m is the number of distinct eigenvalues.
The chromatic number, s (!), of a graph is the minimum number of colors
needed to color the vertices in such a way that no two adjacent vertices are
the same color. A lower bound on s (!) is given in [13]:
s (!)5 k!j
n~1
#1.
Finally, the expansion constant of !, c(!), is the maximal integer c such that
for every subset of vertices »
0
with D»
0
D4n/2, we have Dp»
0
D5cD»
0
D (where
p»
0
denotes the boundary of »
0
, i.e., the set Mv3»!»
0
: v is adjacent to some
vertex in »
0
N). It has been proven (see [34]) that we can take
c(!)"1
2 A1!
j
1
k B .
If c is the expansion constant of !, the graph is called a (n, k, c)-expander.
Some applications of expander graphs are given in [1, 6, 11, 22, 31]. For
example, if a graph represents a communications network, then the number
of vertices and the expansion constant should be large relative to the number
of edges, the degree, and the diameter in order to get efficient transmission of
information.
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1
small.
However, a theorem by Alon and Boppana gives 2Jk!1 as an asymptotic
lower bound for j
1
(and hence k
1
) as the number of vertices increases (see
[31, 35] for a proof).
Those k-regular graphs such that k
1
42Jk!1 are called Ramanujan.
Various families of Ramanujan graphs have been constructed—see
[31, 23, 10] for the construction of bipartite Ramanujan graphs based on
quaternion groups. Li [22] gives an excellent treatment of three types of
Ramanujan graphs—along with the aforementioned quaternionic graphs,
she also describes Ramanujan graphs based on finite abelian and nonabelian
groups. Terras’ graphs [35] are of finite nonabelian variety.
1.3. „erras’s Graphs
In [35, 9, 3, 4] Terras et al. describe Ramanujan graphs constructed in the
following way: Let p be an odd prime. Define a finite analog of the Poincare´
upper half plane by choosing a non-square d in FC
p
and setting
H
p
"Mz"x#yJd : x, y3F
p
, yO0N.
Define a ‘‘distance’’ on H
p
by
k(z, w)" N(z!w)
Im(z)Im(w)
(where N(x#yJd)"x2!dy2 and Im(x#yJd)"y). Now pick a3FC
p
such that aO4d. Define X
p
(d, a) to be the graph whose vertices are the points
of H
p
, with z, w adjacent if and only if k(z, w)"a.
An equivalent method of constructing X
p
(d, a) uses a subgroup of G‚(2, p):
let
Aff(p)"GA
y x
0 1B"(y x) : y3FCp , x3FpH
and
S
p
(d, a)"M(y x)3Aff(p) :x2"ay#d(y!1)2N.
Then the graph X
p
(d, a) is isomorphic to the Cayley graph on Aff(p) with
generating set S
p
(d, a).
These graphs are connected, vertex-transitive, and regular of degree p#1.
Their girths are either 3 or 4 and they are nonbipartite.
400 NANCY TUFTS ALLENThe adjacency matrix of X
p
(d, a) can be block diagonalized by conjuga-
tion with the Fourier transform for Aff(p):
FAF~1"A
R
MI .B
Here R is the p]p diagonal matrix with diagonal entries
R
m
" +
(y x)|Sp(d, a)
s
m
(y), m"0,2, p!2,
where s
m
is the multiplicative character given by s
m
(y)"e2nim -0'y@(p~1) (log y
is defined by fixing a primitive root g of F]
p
and setting log gu"u). Also MI is
a block diagonal matrix with p!1 copies of the matrix M down the
diagonal,
M" +
(y x)|Sp(d, a)
o(y)" +
(y x)|Sp(d, a)
Dx…-0'y,
where D is the diagonal matrix diagMt(g0), t(g1),2, t(gp~2)N, with t some
nontrivial additive character of F
p
, and … is the (p!1)](p!1) shift matrix
…"A
0 1 0 2 0
0 0 1 2 0
}
0 0 0 2 1
1 0 0 2 0B .
The ‘‘1-dimensional’’ eigenvalues of A—those associated with the matrix
R—were shown to satisfy the Ramanujan bound 2Jp by Evans and Stark
[35] using character sum estimates. The associated eigenfunctions are the
analogs of the power functions on the Poincare´ upper half plane: Ps((y x))"
s(y). The first type of eigenfunction associated with the (p!1)!dimensional
representation is the analogue of Bessel functions. Soto-Andrade [33] found
the remaining (p!1)-dimensional eigenvalues by explicitly constructing
spherical functions associated with the discrete series representations of
G‚(2, p). Katz [19] proved that they too satisfy the Ramanujan bound.
The above results also hold when p is replaced by a finite prime power; see
[3]. For the even characteristic situation, see [2]. If the finite field is replaced
by the finite ring Z/p2Z, the graphs are non-Ramanujan, see [5]. Similar
graphs have also been constructed using the Heisenberg group [26]; however,
the spectrum of these graphs is not yet fully known. For a p-adic analogue of
the universal covering tree for the finite upper half plane, see [38]. Recently
ON THE SPECTRA OF CERTAIN GRAPHS 401hypergraphs connected with G‚(n) over a finite field have been constructed in
[24]; these are conjectured to be Ramanujan in the sense of [14].
2. GRAPHS FROM G‚(3, p)
2.1. Definition of the Graphs
In this section we will construct graphs using a subset of G‚(3, p), imitating
Terras’ construction in G‚(2, p).
Let p be an odd prime and let
G"GA
y x z
0 1 0
0 0 1B"(y x z) : y3F]p , x, z3FpH
To construct graphs with the elements in G as vertices, let d, a, c3F]
p
, set
fd, a(y)"ay#d(y!1)2 for y3F
]
p
, and define
S
p
(d, a, c)"M(y x z)3G :x2#cz2"fd, a(y)N.
Now define the graph s
p
(d, a, c) in a Cayley-like way by letting the vertices be
the elements of G and letting g be adjacent to h if and only if h~1g3S
p
(d, a, c).
Clearly 1 N S
p
(d, a, c), and so once we show that S
p
(d, a, c) is a symmetric set
that generates G, s
p
(d, a, c) will indeed be the Cayley graph on G with
generating set S
p
(d, a, c). These requirements will be taken care of by Lemmas
2 and 7, respectively.
Remark. It is unnecessary to consider sets generated by equations of the
form x2#c
1
xz#c
2
z2"fd,a(y), since we can simply complete the square in
x to get an equivalent equation
(x#bz)2#cz2"fd{,a{,
and use the fact that the map (y x z)Â (y x#bz z) is a group automorphism
of G. We can also ignore equations containing x or z terms, because the sets
that they define will not be symmetric.
THEOREM 1. ‚et p be an odd prime and d, a, c3F]
p
such that (p, d, a, c)O
(3, d, !d, !1). „hen the graph s
p
(d, a, c) is connected, vertex-transitive, non-
bipartite, and regular of degree
p2!p#pA
!c
p BA
a(a!4d)
p B#A
!c
p B .
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p
(d, a, c) is either 3 or 4. Furthermore, when (!c/p)"1, we can
write the generating set S
p
(d, a, c) more explicitly: if c
0
3F]
p
is chosen so that
c2
0
"!c, then
S
p
(d, a, c)"M(y, u,$c~1
0
u) D y3F]
p
, fd,a(y)"0, u3FpN
XM(y, 1
2
( fd,a(y)u#u~1), 12 c~10 ( fd,a(y)u!u~1))
: y3F]
p
, fd,a(y)O0, u3F
]
p
N.
We first prove that S
p
(d, a, c) is a symmetric set, i.e., if s3S
p
(d, a, c), then
s~13S
p
(d, a, c).
LEMMA 1. „he set S
p
(d, a, c) is symmetric.
Proof. Let (y x z)3S
p
(d, a, c). Now (y x z)~1"(y~1!y~1x!y~1z) and
if x2#cz2"ay#d(y!1)2, then multiplication by (y~1)2 gives (!y~1x)2#
c(!y~1z)2"ay~1#d(y~1!1)2. Therefore (y x z)~13S
p
(d, a, c). j
The next few results are needed to compute the degree of s
p
(d, a, c).
LEMMA 3. „he number of solutions in F]
p
of the equation fd,a(y)"0 is
1#(a(a!4d)/p). Specifically, the solutions are given by
My3F]
p
D fd,a(y)"0N"G
0 if A
a(a!4d)
p B"!1
M!1N if a"4d
My
0
, y~1
0
N if A
a(a!4d)
p B"1,
where, in the last case, m is chosen so that m2"a(a!4d), and y
0
"
(2d!a#m)/(2d).
Proof. Expand the equation ay#d(y!1)2"0 to get dy2#(a!2d)y#
d"0. The solutions are then
y"!(a!2d)$J(a!2d)2!4d2
2d
"(2d!a) $Ja(a!4d)
2d
.
If (a(a!4d)/p)"!1, then fd,a(y)"0 has no solutions in Fp . However, if
a"4d, then this equation has exactly one solution and it is
(2d!4d)/(2d)"!1. Finally, if (a(a!4d)p)"1, choose m3F]
p
such that
m2"a(a!4d). Then fd,a(y)"0 has the two distinct solutions
(2d!a$m)/(2d). The fact that these are inverses follows from the calculation
2d!a#m
2d
)
2d!a!m
2d
"4d2!4ad#a2!m2
4d2
"1. j
ON THE SPECTRA OF CERTAIN GRAPHS 403LEMMA 4. „he number of solutions (x, z)3F
p
]F
p
of the equation
x2#cz2"f is
G
p!A
!c
p B if fO0
p#pA
!c
p B!A
!c
p B if f"0.
Proof. If (!c/p)"!1, then we can write x2#cz2"f as the norm
equation N(x#J!cz)"f in F
p
(J!c). The number of solutions is then
p#1 if fO0, and 1 if f"0.
If (!c/p)"1, then we can choose c
0
3F]
p
so that c2
0
"!c and write
x2#cz2 as (x#c
0
z) (x!c
0
z). It follows that if f"0, all solutions are given
by x"u, z"$c~1
0
u, u3F
p
, and thus there are 2p!1 of them. If fO0, then
there are p!1 solutions, namely x"( fu#u~1)/2, z"c~1
0
( fu!u~1)/2,
u3F]
p
. j
We now prove that the set S
p
(d, a, c) does indeed generate G, and that the
graph is nonbipartite.
LEMMA 5. For any y3F]
p
, there exists x, z3F
p
such that (y x z)3
S
p
(d, a, c).
Proof. Fix y
1
3F]
p
and let f"fd,a(y1). By Lemma 4, there exists at least
one solution (x
1
, z
1
)3F
p
]F
p
to x2#cz2"f. It follows that (y
1
x
1
z
1
)3
S
p
(d, a, c). j
LEMMA 6. ‚et d, a, c3F]
p
. „hen, except in the case p"3, a"!d, and
c"!1, there exist (y
0
x
1
z
1
), (y
0
x
2
z
2
)3S
p
(d, a, c) such that x
1
O0 and
z
2
O0.
Proof. By Lemma 3, there exists y
0
3F]
p
such that fd,a(y0)"mO0 (note
that if p"3, then (a(a!4d)/p)O1). First suppose that !c is a non-square.
By Lemma 4, there exist p#1 solutions (x, z) to x2#cz2"m and hence
there must exist solutions (x
1
, z
1
), (x
2
, z
2
) such that x
1
O0, z
2
O0.
Now suppose that !c is a square and let c2
0
"!c. Choose u3F]
p
such
that u2O!m~1 (this is always possible—except in the excluded case). Let
x
1
"(mu#u~1)/2, z
1
"(mu!u~1)/(2c
0
). Then
x2
1
#cz2
1
"A
mu#u~1
2 B
2#c A
mu!u~1
2c
0
B
2
"m
2u2#2m#(u~1)2
4
#cA
m2u2!2m#(u~1)2
!4c B
"m.
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0
x
1
z
1
)3S and it follows from u2O!m~1 that x
1
O0. Sim-
ilarly, choosing v3F]
p
such that v2Om~1 and letting x
2
"(mv#v~1)/2,
z
2
"(mv!v~1)/(2c
0
) gives (y
0
x
2
z
2
)3S, z
2
O0. j
LEMMA 7. Let d, a, c3F]
p
. Then, except in the case p"3, a"!d, and
c"!1, the set S
p
(d, a, c) generates G.
Proof. Let H be the subgroup of G generated by S
p
(d, a, c). By Lemma 6
there exist (y
0
x
1
z
1
), (y
0
x
2
z
2
)3S
p
(d, a, c) such that x
1
O0 and z
2
O0. Since
S
p
(d, a, c) is symmetric (Lemma 2), we know that (y~1
0
!y~1
0
x
1
!y~1
0
z
1
)
and (y~1
0
!y~1
0
x
2
!y~1
0
z
2
) are also in S
p
(d, a, c). Then by the definition of S,
we have (y~1
0
y~1
0
x
1
!y~1
0
z
1
) and (y~1
0
!y~1
0
x
2
y~1
0
z
2
) in S
p
(d, a, c) as well.
Therefore
(1 2x
1
0)"(y
0
x
1
z
1
) (y~1
0
y~1
0
x
1
!y~1
0
z
1
)3H
(1 0 2z
2
)"(y
0
x
2
z
2
) (y~1
0
!y~1
0
x
2
y~1
0
z
2
)3H
Then for any n3Z, (1 2x
1
0)n"(1 2x
1
n 0) and (1 0 2z
2
)n"(1 0 2z
2
n) are also in
H. Since p is odd and x
1
and z
2
are nonzero, there exist n
1
, n
2
3Z such that
2x
1
n
1
"2z
2
n
2
"1 and hence (1 1 0) and (1 0 1) are elements of H. Now, for
any y
3
3F]
p
, by Lemma 5, there exists x
3
,z
3
3F
p
such that (y
3
x
3
z
3
)3S. But
then
(y
3
0 0)"(1 1 0)~x3(1 0 1)~z3(y
3
x
3
z
3
)3H.
Therefore, for any (y x z)3G, we have
(y x z)"(1 1 0)x(1 0 1)z(y 0 0)3H. j
LEMMA 8. „he graph s
p
(d, a, c) is nonbipartite.
Proof. It suffices to prove that s
p
(d, a, c) contains an odd cycle. By
Lemma 5, there exist x, z3F
p
such that (1 x z)3S
p
(d, a, c). It is clear from the
definition of S
p
(d, a, c) that not both x and z can be zero. Now, consider the
path in s
p
(d, a, c) given by powers of g:
g0"(1 0 0)
g1"(1 0 0) (1 x z) "(1 x z)
g2"(1 x z) (1 x z) "(1 2x 2z)
F F F
gp"(1 (p!1)x (p!1)z) (1 x z)"(1 px pz).
ON THE SPECTRA OF CERTAIN GRAPHS 405Now px"pz"0 and hence the sequence of vertices Mg0, g1, g2,2, gp~1N is
an odd cycle of s
p
(d, a, c) .
We can now prove Theorem 1:
Proof. By Lemmas 2 and 7, S
p
(d, a, c) is symmetric and generates G; hence
s
p
(d, a, c) is truly a Cayley graph and thus connected, vertex-transitive, and
regular of degree DS
p
(d, a, c)D. It follows from Lemma 8 that the graph is
nonbipartite. To find the degree, DS
p
(d, a, c)D, we combine Lemmas 3 and 4:
DS
p
(d, a, c)D"Ap#pA
!c
p B!A
!c
p BBA1#A
a(a!4d)
p BB
#Ap!A
!c
p BB A(p!1)!A1#A
a(a!4d)
p BBB
"p2!p#pA
!c
p BA
a(a!4d)
p B#A
!c
p B .
In Lemma 7, we constructed a cycle of length p; hence the girth of s
3
(d, a, c)
must equal 3. For larger primes, we use the relationship between the girth, the
number of vertices, and the degree given by the inequality (1). For our graphs,
the number of vertices is p2(p!1) and the degree is never less than
p2!2p!1. Therefore
p2(p!1)5G
1#p2!2p !1
p2!2p!3 ((p
2!2p!2)(g~1)@2!1) for g odd
2
p2!2p!3 ((p2!2p!2)g@2!1) for g even.
Since (p2!2p!1)/(p2!2p!3) and (p2!2p!2)/(p2!2p!3) are both
greater than 1, we have
p2(p!1)5G
(p2!2p!2)(g~1)@2 for g odd
2(p2!2p!2)g@2~1! 2
p2 ! 2p !3 for g even.
Assume now that the girth is greater than 4. This implies that
p2(p!1)5G
(p2!2p!2)2 for g odd
2(p2!2p!2)2! 2
p2!2p!3 for g even
Since neither inequality can hold for any p55, the girth must be 3 or 4.
406 NANCY TUFTS ALLENThe explicit construction of S
p
(d, a, c) when (!c/p)"1 follows from the
proof of Lemma 4. j
Figures 1—3 show the three nonisomorphic connected graphs associated
with p"3. (These figures were produced using Mathematica—see [32].)
2.2. Graph Isomorphisms
Recall that if „ is a group isomorphism on G, then it extends to a
graph isomorphism from s
p
(d
1
, a
1
, c
1
) to s
p
(d
2
, a
2
, c
2
) if and only if
„(S
p
(d
1
, a
1
, c
1
))"S
p
(d
2
, a
2
, c
2
).
THEOREM 9. ‚et d, a, c3F]
p
. „hen we have the following graph isomor-
phisms:
(1) s
p
(d, a, c)+s
p
(d, a, m2c) for any m3F]
p
.
(2) s
p
(d, a, c)+s
p
(md, ma, c) for any m3F]
p
.
Proof. (1) For any m3F]
p
, define a map from G to G by
(y x z)Â (y x m~1z). Then this is a group isomorphism and
x2#cz2"ay#d(y!1)28x2#m2c(m~1z)2"ay#d(y!1)2.
(2) For any m3F]
p
, choose s, t so that s2#ct2"m (note that s, t exist
by Lemma 4). Define a map from G to G by (y x z)Â (y xs!czt xt#zs). Then
this is a group isomorphism and
x2#cz2"ay#d(y!1)28
(xs!czt)2#c(xt#zs)2"may#md(y!1)2. jFIG. 1. s
3
(2, 2, 1).
FIG. 2. s
3
(2, 2, 2).
ON THE SPECTRA OF CERTAIN GRAPHS 4072.3. „he Adjacency Matrix
Recall that the adjacency operator of s
p
(d, a, c) on complex-valued func-
tions on G is defined by
Af (g)" +
h !$+!#%/5 50 g
f (h)" +
s|Sp(d,a,c)
f (gs).
It can be written in matrix form by ordering the vertices in some way, Mg
i
N,
and defining the adjacency matrix
A(i, j)"G
1 if g
i
is adjacent to g
j
0 otherwise.FIG. 3. s
3
(2, 1, 1).
408 NANCY TUFTS ALLENAs in the G‚(2, p) case, we can express the eigenvalues in terms of the
irreducible unitary representations of G given in the following proposition:
PROPOSITION 10. For m3Z, let s
m
(y)"e2nim -0'y@(p~1) be a multiplicative
character of F]
p
. „hen all characters of G are given by
s
m
((y x z))"s
m
(y),
for m"0, 1,2, p!2.
‚et t(x) be a nontrivial additive character of F
p
and let N"M(1 x z))3GN.
For j, k not both zero, define
t
j,k
((1 x z))"t( jx#kz),
and set
n
j,k
"IndG
N
t
j,k
.
„hen all unitary irreducible representations of G of dimension larger than 1 are
given by n
j,k
, for ( j, k)3P1(F
p
), projective 1-space over F
p
.
Proof. This is proved using standard representation theory methods. See,
for example, [28]. j
THEOREM 11. Conjugation with the Fourier transform for G puts A, the
adjacency matrix for s
p
(d, a, c), in block diagonal form:
FAF~1"A
R
MI B .
Here R is the (p!1)](p!1) diagonal matrix with diagonal entries
R
m
" +
s|Sp(d,a, c)
s
m
(s), m"0,2, p!2
and MI is a block diagonal matrix with p!1 copies of each M
j,k
,
( j, k)3P1(F
p
), down its diagonal, where
M
j,k
" +
s|Sp(d,a, c)
n
j,k
(s).
Proof. See the analogous proof of Proposition 2 in [35]. j
ON THE SPECTRA OF CERTAIN GRAPHS 409PROPOSITION 12. …ith the same notation as above, we have
M
j,k
" +
(yxz)|Sp(d,a, c)
Djx`kz…-0'y,
where D is the diagonal matrix diagMt(g0),t(g1),2,t(gp~2)N and … is the
(p!1)](p!1) shift matrix.
Proof. See the analogous proof in [35].
COROLLARY 13. „he eigenvalues of s
p
(d, a, c) are given by R
m
, for
m"0,2, p!2, (the ‘‘1-dimensional eigenvalues’’) and by the eigenvalues of
the matrices M
j,k
, for ( j, k)3P1(F
p
), each with multiplicity p!1 (the ‘‘p!1-
dimensional eigenvalues’’).
Remark. One significant difference between these graphs from G‚(3, p)
and Terras’ graphs from G‚(2, p) is that the associated adjacency matrices do
not commute.
Using the graph isomorphisms given in Theorem 9, Tables I and II give the
eigenvalues of the graphs associated with p"5 and p"7.
After looking at the eigenvalues for the graphs for p"5 and 7, it seems
clear that many of the M
j,k
matrices for each graph have the same eigenvalues
(up to a sign change) and that many of the graphs do as well. The next two
sections explain these phenomena.
2.4. Repetitions among the p!1 Dimensional Eigenvalues
It turns out that for a fixed graph s
p
(d, a, c), the matrices M
j,k
can be
classified according to the value of (( j2#c~1k2)/p).
We first need to prove a simple lemma.
LEMMA 14. If s,$j modp and t,$kmodp (where the signs are
independent) then M
j,k
"M
s, t
.
Proof. Since the maps (y x z)Â (y$x $z) are bijections from S
p
(d, a, c)
to itself, we have
M
j,k
" +
(yxz)|Sp(d,a, c)
Djx`kz…-0'y
" +
(yxz)|Sp(d,a, c)
Dj(Bx)`k(Bz)…-0'y
"M
Bj,Bk
. j
TABLE I
Eigenvalues of graphs associated with G‚(3, 5).
Graph Matrices Eigenvalues 2 Jdeg!1
s
5
(1, 2, 4) R 26, !10, 0, 0 10
M
0,1
, M
1,0
!6.8990, 2.8990, 0, 0
M
1,1
, M
1,4
!10, 6, 0, 0
M
1,2
, M
1,3
6, 0, 0, 0
s
5
(1, 1, 3) R 24, 0, 0, 0 9.5917
M
0,1
, M
1,1
, M
1,4
5, !5, 4, 0
M
1,0
, M
1,2
, M
1,3
!8.0902, 3.0902, !2.7913, 1.7913
s
5
(1, 3, 3) R 24, 0, 0, 0 9.5917
M
0,1
, M
1,1
, M
1,4
!5, !5, 4, 0
M
1,0
, M
1,2
, M
1,3
8.0902, !3.0902, !2.7913, 1.7913
s
5
(1, 4, 4) R 21, 5, !5, !5 8.9443
M
0,1
, M
1,0
5, 3.7016, !2.7016, 0
M
1,1
, M
1,4
5, !5, !5, 1
M
1,2
, M
1,3
5, !5, !5, 1
s
5
(1, 4, 3) R 19, 5, 5, !5 8.4853
M
0,1
, M
1,1
, M
1,4
5, 5, !5, !1
M
1,0
, M
1,2
, M
1,3
!5, !3.7016, 2.7016, 0
s
5
(1, 1, 4) R 16, 0, 0, 0 7.7460
M
0,1
, M
1,0
8.0902, !3.0902, 2.7913, !1.7913
M
1,1
, M
1,4
!4, 0, 0, 0
M
1,2
, M
1,3
5, !5, !4, 0
s
5
(1,3,4) R 16, 0, 0, 0 7.7460
M
0,1
, M
1,0
!8.0902, 3.0902, 2.7913, !1.7913
M
1,1
, M
1,4
!4, 0, 0, 0
M
1,2
, M
1,3
5, 5, !4, 0
s
5
(1, 2, 3) R 14, 10, 0, 0 7.2111
M
0,1
, M
1,1
, M
1,4
!6, 0, 0, 0
M
1,0
, M
1,2
, M
1,3
6.8990, !2.8990, 0, 0
410 NANCY TUFTS ALLENWe can now prove our main theorem giving the relationships between the
M
j,k
matrices of a given s
p
(d, a, c).
THEOREM 15. If (( j2
1
#c~1k2
1
)/p)"(( j2
2
#c~1k2
2
)/p), then M
j1,k1
and
M
j2,k2
are similar.
Proof. Suppose (( j2
1
#c~1k2
1
)/p)"(( j2
2
#c~1k2
2
)/p)"0. Then for i"1, 2,
j2
i
"!ck2
i
. Since not both j
i
and k
i
can be zero, it follows that !c is a square.
Choose c
0
so that c2
0
"!c. Then j
i
"$c~1
0
k
i
and so M
ji,ki
"M
ji,Bc0ji
. For
TABLE II
Eigenvalues of Graphs Associated with GL(3 ,7).
Graph Matrices Eigenvalues 2Jdeg!1
s
7
(1, 1, 6) R 50, !14, 7, 7, !7, !7 14
M
0,1
, M
1,3
, M
1,4
8, 7, !7, 0, 0, 0
M
1,0
, M
1,2
, M
1,5
!11.3262, 5.1098, 4.3262, !4.1098, 0, 0
M
1,1
, M
1,6
!14, 8, 7, 7, !7, !7
s
7
(1, 3, 6) R 50, 14, !7, !7, !7, !7 14
M
0,1
, M
1,3
, M
1,4
8, !7, !7, 0, 0, 0
M
1,0
, M
1,2
, M
1,5
11.3262, 5.1098, !4.3262, !4.1098, 0, 0
M
1,1
, M
1,6
14, 8, !7, !7, !7, !7
s
7
(1, 5, 4) R 48, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 13.7113
M
0,1
, M
1,0
, M
1,2
, M
1,5
!12.0622, 7, !7, 4.0623, 0, 0
M
1,1
, M
1,3
, M
1,4
, M
1,6
9.8995, !9.8995, 6, 0, 0, 0
s
7
(1, 2, 4) R 48, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 13.7113
M
0,1
, M
1,0
, M
1,2
, M
1,5
12.4629, !9.7041, 3.2412, 0, 0, 0
M
1,1
, M
1,3
, M
1,4
, M
1,6
!14, 6, 0, 0, 0, 0
s
7
(1, 6, 4) R 48, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 13.7113
M
0,1
, M
1,0
, M
1,2
, M
1,5
!12.0622, 7, !7, 4.0623, 0, 0
M
1,1
, M
1,3
, M
1,4
, M
1,6
9.8995, !9.8995, 6, 0, 0, 0
s
7
(1, 4, 6) R 43, 7, 7, !7, !7, !7 12.9615
M
0,1
, M
1,3
, M
1,4
7, 7, 7, !7, !7, 1
M
1,0
, M
1,2
, M
1,5
7, !7, !7, 4.2750, !3.2750, 0
M
1,1
, M
1,6
7, 7, 7, !7, !7, 1
s
7
(1, 4, 4) R 41, 7, 7, 7, !7, !7 12.6491
M
0,1
, M
1,0
, M
1,2
, M
1,5
7, 7, !7, !4.2750, 3.2750, 0
M
1,1
, M
1,3
, M
1,4
, M
1,6
7, 7, !7, !7, !7, !1
s
7
(1, 5, 6) R 36, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 11.8322
M
0,1
, M
1,3
, M
1,4
9.8995, !9.8995 !6, 0, 0, 0
M
1,0
, M
1,2
, M
1,5
12.0622, 7, !7, !4.0623, 0, 0
M
1,1
, M
1,6
!6, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
s
7
(1, 2, 6) R 36, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 11.8322
M
0,1
, M
1,3
, M
1,4
14, !6, 0, 0, 0, 0
M
1,0
, M
1,2
, M
1,5
!12.4629, 9.7041, !3.2412, 0, 0, 0
M
1,1
, M
1,6
!6, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
s
7
(1, 6, 6) R 36, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 11.8322
M
0,1
, M
1,3
, M
1,4
!9.8995, 9.8995 !6, 0, 0, 0
M
1,0
, M
1,2
, M
1,5
12.0622, 7, !7, !4.0623, 0, 0
M
1,1
, M
1,6
!6, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
s
7
(1, 1, 4) R 34, 14, 7, 7, !7, !7 11.4891
M
0,1
, M
1,0
, M
1,2
, M
1,5
11.3262, !5.1098, !4.3262, 4.1098, 0, 0
M
1,1
, M
1,3
, M
1,4
, M
1,6
!8, 7, !7, 0, 0, 0
s
7
(1, 3, 4) R 34, !14, 7, 7, 7, 7 11.4891
M
0,1
, M
1,0
, M
1,2
, M
1,5
!11.3262, !5.1098, 4.3262, 4.1098, 0, 0
M
1,1
, M
1,3
, M
1,4
, M
1,6
!8, 7, 7, 0, 0, 0
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ji,Bc0ji
is similar to M
1,Bc0
(since j
i
O0 and the indices are in P1(F
p
));
by Lemma 14, M
1,c0
and M
1,~c0
are similar, and we are done.
Otherwise, let j2
2
#c~1k2
2
"m2( j2
1
#c~1k2
1
) for some m3F]
p
. Define s and
t by
s"j1 j2#c~1k1k2
m( j2
1
#c~1k2
1
)
t" k1 j2!j1k2
cm( j2
1
#c~1k2
1
)
.
Then
s2#ct2"A
j
1
j
2
#c~1k
1
k
2
m( j2
1
#c~1k2
1
) B
2#cA
k
1
j
2
!j
1
k
2
cm( j2
1
#c~1k2
1
)B
2
"j
2
1
j2
2
#c~2k2
1
k2
2
#2c~1j
1
k
1
j
2
k
2
m2( j2
1
#c~1k2
1
)2
#c
~1(k2
1
j2
2
#j2
1
k2
2
!2j
1
k
1
j
2
k
2
)
m2( j2
1
#c~1k2
1
)2
"j21( j22#c
~1k2
2
)#c~1k2
1
( j2
2
#c~1k2
2
)
m2( j2
1
#c~1k2
1
)2
"( j21#c~1k21) ( j
2
2
#c~1k2
2
)
( j2
1
#c~1k2
1
) ( j2
2
#c~1k2
2
)
"1.
Therefore, by Theorem 9, part (2), the map
(y x z)P(y xs!czt xt#zs)
is an automorphism of S
p
(d, a, c). Thus
M
j1,k1
" +
(y x z) |Sp(d,a,c)
Dj1x`k1z…-0'y
" +
(y x z) |Sp(d, a, c)
Dj1(xs~czt)`k1(xt`zs)…-0' y
" +
(y x z) |Sp(d, a, c)
D(j1s`k1t)x`(k1s~cj1t)z…-0' y
"M
j1s`k1t, k1s~cj1t
.
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j
1
s#k
1
t"j
1A
j
1
j
2
#c~1k
1
k
2
m( j2
1
#c~1k2
1
) B#k1A
k
1
j
2
!j
1
k
2
cm( j2
1
#c~1k2
1
)B
"j21 j2#c~1j1k1k2
m( j2
1
#c~1k2
1
)
#c~1k21 j2!c~1j1k1k2
m( j2
1
#c~1k2
1
)
"j2( j21#c~1k21)
m( j2
1
#c~1k2
1
)
"j2
m
.
Similarly, k
1
s!cj
1
t"k
2
/m. Therefore, M
j1,k1
"M
j2@m, k2@m
and, since the indi-
ces are in P1(F
p
), we are finished. j
2.5. Graphs with Similar Spectra
The following theorem explains the repetition of eigenvalues (up to
a change in sign) of nonisomorphic graphs.
PROPOSITION 16. If a
2
"4d!a
1
, then half of the eigenvalues of s
p
(d, a
1
, c)
and s
p
(d, a
2
, c) are the same and half have opposite sign. If a
1
"a
2
"2d, then
half of the eigenvalues of the graph are 0.
Proof. It is easy to check that the map (y x z)P(!y x z) is a bijection
from S
p
(d, a
2
, c) to S
p
(d, a
1
, c). Therefore, the result for the 1-dimensional
eigenvalues follows from the formula for R
m
given in Theorem 11. For the
higher-dimensional eigenvalues, see the analogous result for Terras’ graphs
given in [9]. j
2.6. „he 1-Dimensional Eigenvalues and Eigenfunctions
As for Terras’ graphs, the 1-dimensional eigenfunctions are the analogues
of the power functions p(x#iy)"ys, which are eigenfunctions of the Lap-
lacian in the Poincare´ upper half plane. For each multiplicative character s of
G, define the function
Ps((y x z))"s((y x z))"s(y). (2)
The next theorem shows that these functions are indeed eigenfunctions of A,
the adjacency operator of s
p
(d, a, c).
THEOREM 17. For each multiplicative character s
m
, m"0, 1,2, p!2,
Psm is an eigenfunction of A with corresponding eigenvalue Rm.
414 NANCY TUFTS ALLENProof. Let (y x z)3G. Then
APsm((y x z))" +
s|Sp(d, a, c)
Psm((y x z)s)
" +
s|Sp(d, a, c)
s
m
((y x z))s)
" +
s|Sp(d, a, c)
s
m
((y x z))s
m
(s)
"R
m
Psm((y x z)). j
Because of the explicit construction of S
p
(d, a, c) given in the first section,
the 1-dimensional eigenvalues turn out to be easy to calculate. For brevity of
notation, it will be understood that in this section and the next, the sums
+
y|F
]
p ,fd,a(y)/0
and +
y|F
]
p ,fd,a(y)E0
will be abbreviated and written +
fd,a(y)/0
and
+
fd,a(y)E0
respectively.
THEOREM 18. „he 1-dimensional eigenvalues of s
p
(d, a, c) are given by
(1) R
0
"degree(s
p
(d, a, c)),
(2) For m"1,2, p!2,
R
m
"pA
!c
p B +
fd,a(y)/0
s
m
(y).
Proof. The first claim follows from direct calculation of R
0
:
R
0
" +
(y x z)|Sp(d, a, c)
s
0
(y)" +
(y x z)|Sp(d, a, c)
1.
Now, for mO0, we have
R
m
" +
(y x z)|Sp(d, a, c)
s
m
(y)
" +
(y x z)|Sp(d, a, c),
fd,a(y)/0
s
m
(y)# +
(y x z)|Sp(d, a, c),
fd,a(y)E0
s
m
(y).
Using Lemma 4 this becomes
R
m
"Ap#pA
!c
p B!A
!c
p BB +
fd,a(y)/0
s
m
(y)#Ap!A
!c
p BB +
fd,a(y)E0
s
m
(y)
"Ap#p A
!c
p B!A
!c
p BB +
fd,a(y)/0
s
m
(y)
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!c
p BB +
fd,a(y)/0
s
m
(y)#Ap!A
!c
p BB +
y|F
]
p
s
m
(y)
"pA
!c
p B +
fd,a(y)/0
s
m
(y). j
COROLLARY 19. For m"1,2,p!2, the 1-dimensional eigenvalues Rm are
given by
(1) 0, if (a(a!4d)/p)"!1.
(2) (!c/p) (!1)mp, if a"4d.
(3) (!c/p) 2p cos(2nm log y
0
/(p!1)), if (a(a!4d)/p)"1, where y
0
is
a solution to fd,a(y)"0.
Proof. The theorem tells us that
R
m
"pA
!c
p B +
fd,a(y)/0
s
m
(y).
By Lemma 3, we know that
My3FC
p
D fd,a(y)"0N"G
0 if A
a(a!4d)
p B"!1
M!1N if a"4d
My
0
, y~1
0
N if A
a(a!4d)
p B"1
(for some y
0
3F]
p
). The result follows. j
Recall that a connected k-regular graph is said to be Ramanujan if the
absolute value of the eigenvalues of its adjacency matrix are bounded by
2Jk!1, excluding those of absolute value k.
THEOREM 20. „he 1-dimensional eigenvalues R
1
,2,Rp~2 of sp(d, a, c) sat-
isfy the Ramanujan bound, except in the case where (a(a!4d)/p)"1 and
(!c/p)"!1.
Proof. By Theorem 1, the degree of s
p
(d, a, c) is
p2!p#pA
!c
p B A
a(a!4d)
p B#A
!c
p B .
If (a(a!4d)/p)"!1, then by Lemma 19, R
1
,2, Rp~2 are all 0, and there is
nothing to prove. If a"4d, then Corollary 19 implies that the magnitude
of these eigenvalues is p, whereas the Ramanujan bound is 2Jp2!p$1 and
416 NANCY TUFTS ALLENhence satisfied. Finally, if (a(a!4d)/p)"(!c/p)"1, then by Corollary 19,
these eigenvalues are bounded by 2p which, in this case, equals the Rama-
nujan bound. j
Remark. When (a(a!4d)/p)"1, and (!c/p)"!1, the degree of
s
p
(d, a, c) is p2!2p!1 and hence the Ramanujan bound is 2Jp2!2p!2.
But by Corollary 19, one of the 1-dimensional eigenvalues is
R
(p~1)@2
"2p cosA2nA
p!1
2 B log y0/(p!1)B"$2p
which certainly does not satisfy this bound. Therefore, graphs of this type are
never Ramanujan.
2.7. Higher Dimensional Eigenvalues and Eigenfunctions
Recall from the Introduction that some of the higher-dimensional eigen-
functions of Terras’ graphs were discrete analogs of Bessel functions; these
can be written [19] as
s
m
(y)t(x) +
t|F
]
p
A
t
pB sm(t)t(dy2t#4~1t~1).
It turns out that similar functions are also eigenfunctions of the graphs
studied here. The same proof, however, will not work for these graphs.
THEOREM 21. Suppose (!c/p)"1, and m3M0, 1,2, p!2N. For
( j, k)3P1(F
p
), define the function Ksm,tj,k on G by
Ksm,tj,k((y x z))"sm(y)tj,k((y x z)) +
t|F
]
p
s
m
(t)t(d( j2#c~1k2)y2t#4~1t~1).
„hen
(1) (a) If j2#c~1k2,0 mod p, then Ksm,tj,k is not the zero function for
any m.
(b) If j2#c~1k2I0 mod p, then Ksm,tj,k is not the zero function for
any mO(p!1)/2.
(2) Ksm,tj,k is in the induced space of tj,k, IndGNtj,k.
(3) If s
m1
and s
m2
are any multiplicative characters of G, then Ksm1,tj,k and
Psm2 are orthogonal (where Psm2 is the 1-dimensional eigenfunction defined by
Equation (2)).
(4) If t and tI are two distinct nontrivial additive characters and s
m1
, s
m2
are any two multiplicative characters, then K and K I are orthogonal.sm1,tj,k sm2,tj,k
ON THE SPECTRA OF CERTAIN GRAPHS 417(5) (a) If j2#c~1k2,0mod p, and m
1
Om
2
, then Ksm1,tj,k and
Ksm2,tj,k are orthogonal.
(b) If j2#c~1k2I0mod p, and m
1
O$m
2
, then Ksm1,tj,k and
Ksm2,tj,k are orthogonal.
(6) (a) If j2#c~1k2,0 modp, then Ksm,tj,k is an eigenfunction of the
adjacency operator of the graph s
p
(d, a, c). If m"0, then the corresponding
eigenvalue is (1#(a(a!4d)/p))p, otherwise it equals the 1-dimensional eigen-
value R
m
.
(b) If (d( j2#c~1k2)/p)"!1, and m3M0,1,2, (p!3)/2N, then
Ksm,tj,k is an eigenfunction of the adjacency operator of the graph sp(d, a, c). If
m"0, then the corresponding eigenvalue is (a(a!4d)/p)p#1, otherwise it
equals the 1-dimensional eigenvalue R
m
.
(c) If a"2d, (d( j2#c~1k2)/p)"1, and m3M1, 3,2, (p!3)/2N,
m odd, then Ksm,tj,k is an eigenfunction of the adjacency operator of the graph
s
p
(d, a, c) with corresponding eigenvalue 0.
We first prove a necessary lemma:
LEMMA 22. ‚et f be any complex valued function of FC
p
and let (j,k)3P1(F
p
).
If F is the function on G defined by F((y x z))"t
j,k
((y x z)) f (y), then F is in the
induced space of t
j,k
, IndG
N
t
j,k
.
Proof. To check that F is in the correct induced space, let (1 x
0
z
0
) be any
element of N. Then
F((1 x
0
z
0
)(y x z))"F((y x
0
#x z
0
#z))
"t
j,k
((y x
0
#x z
0
#z)) f (y)
"t( j(x
0
#x)#k(z
0
#z)) f (y)
"t
j,k
((1 x
0
z
0
))t
j,k
((y x z)) f (y)
"t
j,k
((1 x
0
z
0
))F((y x z)). j
We can now prove Theorem 21.
Proof. To simplify the notation, for our fixed ( j, k)3P1(F
p
), let
r"j2#c~1k2.
(1) First consider the case where r,0 mod p. Here
Ksm,tj,k((y x z))"sm(y)tj,k((y x z)) +
t|F
]
p
s
m
(t)t(4~1t~1)
"s
m
(y)t
j,k
((y x z))s
m
(4)!(s~1
m
,t),
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m
, t) is the Gauss sum +
t|F
]
p
s~1
m
(t)t(t). Thus the function is
nonzero. Now suppose rI0 mod p. Since certainly s
m
(y)t
j,k
((y x z)) is non-
zero, it suffices to check that the sum over t is nonzero as well. We sum over
y3FC
p
to get
+
y|F
]
p
+
t|F
]
p
s
m
(t)t(dry2t#4~1t~1)
" +
y|Fp
+
t|F
]
p
s
m
(t)t(dry2t#4~1t~1)! +
t|F
]
p
s
m
(t)t(4~1t~1)
" +
t|F
]
p
s
m
(t)t(4~1t~1) +
y|Fp
t(dry2t)!s
m
(4)!(s~1
m
,t).
Write G(b, p) for +
y|Fp
t(by2). By [20], G(b, p)"(b/p)G(1, p) and so our
formula becomes
+
t|F
]
p
s
m
(t)t(4~1t~1) A
drt
p BG(1, p)!sm(4)!(s~1m , t)
or
s
m
(4)A
drt
p BG(1, p)!(sJ ~1m , t)!sm(4)!(s~1m , t)
where sJ (t)"s
m
(t) (t/p). That this expression is nonzero follows from com-
paring the absolute values of these two terms using the following theorems
from [20]:
DG(1, p)D"Jp
D!(s,t)D"G
1 if s is the trivial character
Jp otherwise.
Thus we have
Ksm(4) A
drt
p BG(1, p)!(sJ ~1m , t)K"JpG
1 if m"(p!1)/2
Jp otherwise
"G
Jp if m"(p!1)/2
p otherwise
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Ds
m
(4)!(s~1
m
,t)D"G
1 if m"0
Jp otherwise.
Hence Ksm,tj,k is not the zero function for any mO(p!1)/2.
(2) This follows directly from Lemma 22.
(3) Let ‚2(G) be the finite dimensional Hilbert space with inner product
given by
( f
1
, f
2
)" +
g|G
f
1
(g) f
2
(g)
for f
1
, f
2
3‚2(G). Then we have
(Ksm1, tj,k , Psm2)" +
(y x z)|G
Ksm1, tj,k((y x z))Psm2((y x z))
" +
x|Fp
t( jx) +
z|Fp
t(kz) +
y|F
]
p
Ksm1, tj,k((y 0 0))sm2(y).
Since either j or k is nonzero, this sum is zero and the functions are
orthogonal.
(4) Again, we use the inner product on ‚2(G) to check for orthogonality.
We have
(Ksm1, tj,k , Ksm2,tI j,k)
" +
(y x z) |G
s
m1
(y)t
j,k
((y x z)) +
t|F
]
p
s
m1
(t)t(dry2t#4~1t~1)
]s
m2
(y)tI
j,k
((y x z)) +
s|F
]
p
s
m2
(s)tI (dry2s#4~1s~1)
" +
x|Fp
t( jx)tI ( jx) +
z|Fp
t(kz)tI (kz) +
y|F
]
p
s
m1
(y)s
m2
(y)
] +
t, s|F
]
p
s
m1
(t)t(dry2t#4~1t~1)s
m2
(s)tI dry2s#4~1s~1).
Since not both j and k are zero, this sum is zero when tOtI .
(5) Let s and sJ be two multiplicative characters. If j2#c~1k2,
0mod p, we again have that Ksm,tj,k"s(y)tj,k((y x z))s(4)!(s,t). Thus
(Ksm,tj,k , KsJ ,tj,k)
" +
(y x z)|G
s(y)t
j, k
((y x z))s(4)!(s, t)sJ (y)t
j,k
((y x z))sJ (4)!(sJ , t)
420 NANCY TUFTS ALLEN"s(4)sJ (4)!(s, t)!(sJ , t) +
y|F
]
p
s(y)sJ (y) +
x|Fp
s( jx)s( jx) +
z|Fp
s(kz)s(kz)
"p2s(4)sJ (4)!(s, t)!(sJ ,t) +
y|F
]
p
s(y)sJ (y).
Therefore, the functions are orthogonal as long as sOsJ .
If j2#c~1k2I0 mod p, then
(Ksm,tj,k,KsJ ,tj,k)" +
(y x z)|G
s(y)t
j,k
((y x z)) +
t|F
]
p
s(t)t(dry2t#4~1t~1)
]sJ (y)t
j,k
((y x z)) +
s|F
]
p
sJ (s)t(dry2s#4~1s~1)
" +
x|Fp
t( jx)t( jx) +
z|Fp
t(kz)t(kz)
] +
y, t,s|F
]
p
s(yt)sJ (ys)t(dry2t#4~1t~1!dry2s!4~1s~1)).
Sending t to y~1t and s to y~1s gives
(Ksm,tj,k , KsJ ,tj,k)"p2 +
y,t,s|F
]
p
s(t)sJ (s)t(dryt#4~1yt~1!drys!4~1ys~1)
"p2 +
t,s|F
]
p
s(t)sJ (s) +
y|F
]
p
t(y(drt#4~1t~1!drs!4~1s~1)).
Now, drt#4~1t~1!drs!4~1s~1"0 only when s"t or s"(4rdt)~1, and
so this is
(Ksm,tj,k, KsJ ,tj,k)"!p2 +
t,s|F
]
p , tEs,(4drs)~1
s(t)sJ (s)#p2(p!1) +
t|F
]
p
s(t)sJ (t)
#p2(p!1) +
t|F
]
p
s(t)sJ ((4drt)~1)
"!p2 +
t,s|F
]
p
s(t)sJ (s)#p3 +
t|F
]
p
s(t)sJ (t)#p3 +
t|F
]
p
s(t)sJ ((4drt)~1).
If sJ Os and sJ Os~1, then all of these sums are zero (by the orthogonality of
distinct characters) and the functions are thus orthogonal.
(6) Now, let A be the adjacency operator of s
p
(d, a, c) and for brevity, let
s"s
m
, K"Ksm,tj,k and )"s(y1)tj,k((y1 x1 z1)). Let c20"!c. Then for any
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1
x
1
z
1
)3G, we have
AK(g)"AK((y
1
x
1
z
1
))
" +
(y x z) |Sp(d, a, c)
K((y
1
x
1
z
1
)(y x z))
" +
(y x z) |Sp(d, a, c)
K((y
1
y x
1
#y
1
x z
1
#y
1
z))
" +
(y x z) |Sp(d, a, c)
s(y
1
y)t( j(x
1
#y
1
x)#k(z
1
#y
1
z))
] +
t|F
]
p
s(t)t(dry2
1
y2t#4~1t~1)
"s(y
1
)t
j,k
((y
1
x
1
z
1
)) +
(y x z)|Sp(d, a, c)
s(y)t( jy
1
x#ky
1
z)
] +
t|F
]
p
s(t)t(dry2
1
y2t#4~1t~1).
Theorem 1 gives us an explicit expression for S
p
(d, a, c), allowing us to rewrite
this sum as
AK(g)
") +
fd,a(y)/0
s(y)At(0)# +
u|F
]
p
t( jy
1
u#ky
1
c~1
0
u)# +
u|F
]
p
t( jy
1
u!ky
1
c~1
0
u)B
] +
t|F
]
p
s(t)t(dry2
1
y2t#4~1t~1)
#) +
fd,a(y)E0
s(y) +
u|F
]
p
t( jy
1
(fd,a(y)u#u~1)/2#ky1c~10 (fd,a(y)u!u~1)/2)
] +
t|F
]
p
s(t)t(dry2
1
y2t#4~1t~1).
Simplifying gives us
AK(g)
") +
fd,a(y)/0
s(y)A1# +
u|F
]
p
t(uy
1
(j#kc~1
0
))# +
u|F
]
p
t(uy
1
( j!kc~1
0
))B
] +
t|F
]
p
s(t)t(dry2
1
y2t#4~1t~1)
#) +
fd,a(y)E0
s(y) +
u|F
]
p
t(2~1( j#c~1
0
k)y
1
fd,a(y)u#2~1( j!c~10 k)u~1)
] +
t|F
]
p
s(t)t(dry2
1
y2t#4~1t~1).
422 NANCY TUFTS ALLENIf j2#c~1k2,0 mod p, then exactly one of j#c~1
0
k, j!c~1
0
k is 0. Suppose
it is j!c~1
0
k. We then have that
AK(g)") +
fd,a(y)/0
s(y)(1!1#(p!1)) +
t|F
]
p
s(t)t(4~1t~1)
#) +
fd,a(y)E0
s(y) +
u|F
]
p
t(2~1( j#c~1
0
k)y
1
fd,a(y)u) +
t|F
]
p
s(t)t(4~1t~1),
which simplifies to AK(g)"p+
fd,a(y)/0
s(y)K(g). If j#c~1
0
k is 0, then sim-
ilarly,
AK(g)"p +
fd,a(y)/0
s(y)K(g).
If s is trivial, then by Lemma 3 the eigenvalue is
p +
fd,a(y)/0
s(y)"p G
0 if A
a(a!4d)
p B"!1
1 if a"4d
2 if A
a(a!4d)
p B"1
"A1#A
a(a!4d)
p BBp.
If s"s
m
is nontrivial, then the eigenvalue equals the 1-dimensional eigen-
value R
m
. This proves part (6) (a).
If neither j#c~1
0
k nor j!c~1
0
k are 0, then we can simplify the first sum
and substitute 2(j!c~1
0
k)y
1
u for u in the second to get
AK(g)") +
fd,a(y)/0
s(y)(1!1!1) +
t|F
]
p
s(t)t(dry2
1
y2t#4~1t~1)
#) +
fd,a(y)E0
s(y) +
u|F
]
p
t(( j2#c~1k2)y2
1
fd,a(y)u#4~1u~1)
] +
t|F
]
p
s(t)t(dry2
1
y2t#4~1t~1).
This expression reduces to
AK(g)"!) +
fd,a(y)/0
s(y) +
t|F
]
p
s(t)t(dry2
1
y2t#4~1t~1)
#) +
fd,a(y)E0
s(y) +
u|F
]
p
t(ry2
1
fd,a(y)u#4~1u~1) +
t|F
]
p
s(t)t(dry2
1
y2t#4~1t~1).
ON THE SPECTRA OF CERTAIN GRAPHS 423Adding and subtracting the fd,a(y)"0 terms to the second sum and using the
equality +
u|F
]
p
t(4~1u~1)"!1 allows us to cancel the first sum:
AK(g)"!) +
fd,a(y)/0
s(y) +
t|F
]
p
s(t)t(dry2
1
y2t#4~1t~1)
!) +
fd,a(y)/0
s(y) +
u|F
]
p
t(4~1u~1) +
t|F
]
p
s(t)t(dry2
1
y2t#4~1t~1)
#) +
y|F
]
p
s(y) +
u|F
]
p
t(ry2
1
fd,a(y)u#4~1u~1) +
t|F
]
p
s(t)t(dry2
1
y2t#4~1t~1)
") +
y|F
]
p
s(y) +
u|F
]
p
t(ry2
1
fd,a(y)u#4~1u~1) +
t|F
]
p
s(t)t(dry2
1
y2t#4~1t~1).
Now, replacing fd,a(y) by ay#d(y!1), sending t to ut, and pulling out the
t"!1 terms gives us
AK(g)") +
y,u,t|F
]
p ,tE~1
s(yut)t((a!2d)ry2
1
yu#dry2
1
y2u(1#t)
#dry2
1
u#4~1u~1(1#t~1))
#) +
y,u|F
]
p
s(!yu)t((a!2d)ry2
1
yu#dry2
1
u).
Now send u to u(1#t)t~1"u(1#t~1) in the first sum and to uy~1 in the
second:
AK(g)") +
y,u,t|F
]
p ,tE~1
s(yu(1#t))t((a!2d)ry2
1
yu(1#t)t~1
#dry2
1
y2u(1#t)2t~1#dry2
1
u(1#t~1)#4~1u~1)
#) +
y,u|F
]
p
s(!u)t((a!2d)ry2
1
u#dry2
1
uy~1).
Sending y to y(1#t)~1 in the first sum and eliminating the sum over y from
the second gives us
AK(g)") +
y,u,t|F
]
p ,
tE~1
s(yu)t((a!2d)ry2
1
yut~1#dry2
1
y2ut~1
#dry2
1
u(1#t~1)#4~1u~1)!) +
u|F
]
p
s(u)t(!(a!2d)ry2
1
u)
") +
y,u|F
]
p
s(yu)t(dry2
1
u#4~1u~1)
424 NANCY TUFTS ALLEN] +
t|F
]
p ,tE~1
t(ry2
1
ut~1((a!2d)y#dy2#d))
!) +
u|F
]
p
s(u)t(!(a!2d)ry2
1
u).
Recalling that fd,a(y)"(a!2d)y#dy2#d, this is
AK(g)") +
y,u|F
]
p
s(yu)t(dry2
1
u#4~1u~1) +
t|F
]
p ,tE~1
t(ry2
1
ut~1fd,a(y))
!) +
u|F
]
p
s(u)t(!(a!2d)ry2
1
u).
Now we split the first sum depending on whether fd,a(y) is equal to 0 or not
and simplify to get
AK(g)")A! +
y|F
]
p
s(y)#p +
fd,a(y)/0
s(y)B +
u|F
]
p
s(u)t(dry2
1
u#4~1u~1)
!) +
u,y|F
]
p
s(yu)t(dry2
1
u#4~1u~1!(a!2d)ry2
1
yu!dry2
1
y2u!dry2
1
u)
!) +
u|F
]
p
s(u)t(!(a!2d)ry2
1
u).
Sending u to uy~1 simplifies the second sum:
AK(g)")A! +
y|F
]
p
s(y)#p +
fd,a(y)/0
s(y)B +
u|F
]
p
s(u)t(dry2
1
u#4~1u~1)
!) +
u|F
]
p
s(u)t(!(a!2d)ry2
1
u) +
y|F
]
p
t(y(4~1u~1!dry2
1
u)) (3)
!) +
u|F
]
p
s(u)t(!(a!2d)ry2
1
u).
In the case where (dr/p)"!1, we can send y to y(4~1u~1!dry2
1
u)~1 in the
middle sum to get
AK(g)")A! +
y|F
]
p
s(y)#p +
fd,a(y)/0
s(y)B +
u|F
]
p
s(u)t(dry2
1
u#4~1u~1)
!) +
u|F
]
p
s(u)t(!(a!2d)ry2
1
u) +
y|F
]
p
t(y)
!) +
u|F
]
p
s(u)t(!(a!2d)ry2
1
u).
ON THE SPECTRA OF CERTAIN GRAPHS 425The final two sums cancel, leaving us with
AK(g)"A! +
y|F
]
p
s(y)#p +
fd,a(y)/0
s(y)BK(g).
It now remains merely to calculate the eigenvalue. If s is trivial, then by
Lemma 3 the eigenvalue is
! +
y|F
]
p
s(y)#p +
fd,a(y)/0
s(y)"!(p!1)#p G
0 if A
a(a!4d)
p B"!1
1 if a"4d
2 if A
a(a!4d)
p B"1
"G
!p#1 if A
a(a!4d)
p B"!1
1 if a"4d
p#1 if A
a(a!4d)
p B"1
"A
a(a!4d)
p B p#1.
If s is nontrivial, the eigenvalue is
! +
y|F
]
p
s(y)#p +
fd,a(y)/0
s(y)"p +
fd,a(y)/0
s(y).
Since s"s
m
, this equals the 1-dimensional eigenvalue R
m
.
Finally, if a"2d, (dr/p)"1, and s(1)"!s(!1), then equality (3) becomes
AK(g)")A! +
y|F
]
p
s(y)#p +
fd,a(y)/0
s(y)B +
u|F
]
p
s(u)t(dry2
1
u#4~1u~1)
!) +
u|F
]
p
s(u)t(0) +
y|F
]
p
t(y(4~1u~1!dry2
1
u))!) +
u|F
]
p
s(u)t(0)
"p +
fd,a(y)/0
s(y)K(g)!) +
u|F
]
p
s(u) +
y|F
]
p
t(y(4~1u~1!dry2
1
u)).
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0
3F]
p
so that u2
0
"(4dry2
1
)~1, this becomes
AK(g)"p +
fd,a(y)/0
s(y)K(g)!) +
u|F
]
p ~MBu0N
s(u) +
y|F
]
p
t(y)!) +
u|MBu0N
s(u) +
y|F
]
p
t(0)
"p +
fd,a(y)/0
s(y)K(g)!p)s(u
0
)(s(1)#s(!1))
"p +
fd,a(y)/0
s(y)K(g).
If (a(a!4d)/p)"!1, then this sum is trivial and the eigenvalue is 0. If
(a(a!4d)/p)"1, then the two solutions to the equation fd,a (y)"0 are $y0,
where y2
0
"!1. Therefore, the eigenvalue is again p(s(y
0
)#s(!y
0
))"0
(since s(!1)"!1). j
Remark. While the proof of (1) (b) in the theorem above leaves open the
possibility that the function Ksmtj,k is also nonzero when m"(p!1)/2
and j2#c~1k2I0 mod p, it is not hard to show that when
(d( j2#c~1k2)/p)"!1, the function Ksmtj,k is identically zero.
COROLLARY 23. If (!c/p)"1 and j2#c~1k2,0 mod p, then the eigen-
values of the matrix M
j,k
associated with s
p
(d, a, c) satisfy the Ramanujan
bound.
2.8. Numerical Results and Conjectures
In order to study the eigenvalues of these graphs, code was written in ANSI
C to calculate the adjacency matrices, the 1-dimensional eigenvalues, the
M
j,k
, and the higher dimensional eigenvalues. It was compiled using the
GNU C compiler (v2.7) on a Sparcstation 20. The user can specify what the
desired output is (e.g., print the eigenvalues, calculate only the higher dimen-
sional eigenvalues, use the adjacency matrix rather than the M
j,k
, etc.).
Most of the required objects were programmed directly from the algebraic
expressions given in the text with a few simplifications. It would be extremely
inefficient, however, to calculate the matrices
M
j,k
" +
(y x z)|Sp(d, a, c)
Djx`kz…-0'y
using matrix multiplication and addition. The following pseudo-code gives
a preferred algorithm.
Set all entries of M
j,k
to zero.
For each element (y x)3S
p
(d, a, c)
For each m from 1 to p!1
Let n be the least positive residue of (m#log y) (mod p!1).
Add cos((2n( jx#kz)gm~1)/p) to the (m, n)th entry of M
j,k
.
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higher dimensional eigenvalues; unfortunately the Givens—Householder
method of estimating the number of eigenvalues within a specified interval
(see [12]) runs into arithmetic overflow problems for primes as small as 11.
The more robust algorithm involves reducing our symmetric matrix to
tridiagonal form using Householder transformations, calculating the eigen-
values using a QL algorithm with implicit shifting, and finally checking
directly whether or not they are all within the desired bound. The House-
holder and QL routines are slightly modified versions of the tred2 and tqli
programs given in ‘‘Numerical Recipes in C’’ [30].
The numerical results warrant the following conjectures:
Conjecture 1. If (!c/p)"(a(a!4d)/p)"1, then the graph s
p
(d, a, c) is
Ramanujan.
Conjecture 2. If a"4d, then the graph s
p
(d, a, c) is Ramanujan.
Remark. We already saw in subsection 2.6 that when (a(a!4d)/p)"1
and (!c/p)"!1 then s
p
(d, a, c) is not Ramanujan. The graphs s
7
(1, 2, 6) and
s
7
(1, 2, 4) are examples of non-Ramanujan graphs with (a(a!4d)/p)"!1.
Conjecture 3. If (!c/p)"(a(a!4d)/p)"1, let y
0
be a root of fd,a(y). Set
d"gcd(p!1, logy
0
). If 4 P (p!1/d) or if (log y
0
)/d is even, then the number of
zero eigenvalues of M
j,k
of the graph s
p
(d, a ,c) equals
G
p!1
2
if A
d( j2#c~1k2)
p B"!1
p!3
2
if A
d( j2#c~1k2)
p B"1.
Otherwise, the number of zero eigenvalues of M
j,k
equals
G
p!1
2
#d if A
d( j2#c~1k2)
p B"!1
p!3
2
#d if A
d( j2#c~1k2)
p B"1.
Recall that by Theorem 15, we can divide the M
j,k
into three categories,
with the matrices in each type having the same eigenvalues. Let
Type I M
j,k
s.t. A
j2#c~1k2
p B"0
Type II M
j,k
s.t. A
d( j2#c~1k2)
p B"!1
Type III M
j,k
s.t. A
d( j2#c~1k2)
p B"1.
428 NANCY TUFTS ALLENTheorem 21 gives us all of the eigenvalues of the Type I matrices and half
those of the Type II’s. This conjecture claims that the rest of the eigenvalues
of the Type II matrices are all zero and that the number of zero eigenvalues of
the Type III matrices is one less than the number corresponding to the Type
II ones. (Note that if 4 P (p!1)/d or if (logy
0
)/d is even, then none of the
1-dimensional eigenvalues are zero; otherwise, the d of the eigenvalues of the
Type II matrices coming from Theorem 21 are zero, hence the two cases.)
Conjecture 4. Except for the largest eigenvalues (which are the degrees), the
eigenvalues for the graphs s
p
(d, a, c
1
) and s
p
(d, a, c
2
) differ only by (c
1
c
2
/p).
Specifically, for the higher-dimensional eigenvalues, if M1
j1,k1
and M2
j2,k2
are matrices coming from s
p
(d, a, c
1
) and s
p
(d, a, c
2
) such that
( j2
1
#c~1
1
k2
1
/p)"( j2
2
#c~1
2
k2
2
/p), then the eigenvalues of M2
j2,k2
are the eigen-
values of M1
j1,k1
multiplied by (c
1
c
2
/p).
Certainly if (c
1
c
2
/p)"1, Theorem 9 tells us that s
p
(d, a, c
1
)+s
p
(d, a, c
2
),
but the case when (c
1
c
2
/p)"!1 is fairly surprising since the degrees of these
two graphs differ by either 2 or 2p#2. In fact, we already have this result for
the 1-dimensional eigenvalues, since by Theorem 18, for m"1,2, p!2,
R
m
"A
!c
i
p B p +
fd,a(y)/0
s
m
(y).
Conjectures 1 and 3 have been verified for all odd primes less than 225 (a
total of 2259 nonisomorphic graphs), Conjecture 2 also for all odd primes less
than 225 (94 graphs), and Conjecture 4 for all odd primes less than 100 (2067
graphs).
3. GRAPHS FROM G‚(n, p)
3.1. Definition of the Graphs
We can construct graphs from G‚(n, p) using the same method that was
used for G‚(2, p) and G‚(3, p); however, in general the graphs will not be
Ramanujan.
Let p be an odd prime and n a positive integer. Define
G
n
"GA
y x
1
x
2 2 xn~1
1 0 2 0
}
1 B"(y x1 x2 2 xn~1) : y3F]p , x1,2, xn~13FpH .
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n
as vertices, let d, a, c
1
,
c
2
,2, cn~13F
]
p
, and write vo n~1"(c1, c2,2, cn~1). Again, set
fd,a(y)"ay#d(y!1)2 and define
S
p
(d, a; vo n~1)
"M(y x
1
x
2 2 xn~1)3Gn : c1x21#c2x22#2#cn~1x2n~1"fd,a(y)N.
As before, define s
p
(d, a; vo n~1) to be the graph whose vertices are the elements
of G
n
with g, h adjacent if and only if h~1g3S
p
(d, a; vo n~1). Let D(d, a; vo n~1) be
the degree of s
p
(d, a; vo n~1).
THEOREM 24. ‚et p’3 be a prime and n53 a positive integer. ‚et
d, a, c
1
, c
2
,2, cn~13F
]
p
, and write vo n~1"(c1, c2,2, cn~1). „he graph
s
p
(d, a; vo n~1) is connected, vertex-transitive, nonbipartite, and regular. „he
degree of s
p
(d, a; vo n~1), D(d, a; vo n~1), equals
pn~1!pn~2#pn@2 A
(!1)(n~2)@2d<n~1
j/1
c
j
p B A1!A
a!4d
p B
2
B
!2p(n~2)@2A
(!1)(n~2)@2d<n~1
j/1
c
j
p B
if n is even, and
pn~1!pn~2#p(n~1)@2A
(!1)(n~1)@2<n~1
j/1
c
j
p B A
a(a!4d)
p B
#p(n~3)@2A
(!1)(n~1)@2 <n~1
j/1
c
j
p B
if n is odd. The girth of s
p
(d,a;vo n~1) is either 3 or 4.
We first prove the following lemmas.
LEMMA 25. If n52, then D(d, a; vo n~1) equals
pn~1!pn~2!pn~2A
!c
n~2
c
n~1
p B#pn~3A
!c
n~2
c
n~1
p B
#pA
!c
n~2
c
n~1
p BD(d, a; vo n~3),
where vo n~3"(c1, c2,2, cn~3).
430 NANCY TUFTS ALLENProof. We can rewrite the equation
c
1
x2
1
#c
2
x2
2
#2#c
n~1
x2
n~1
"ay#d(y!1)2
in the form
x2
n~2
#c~1
n~2
c
n~1
x2
n~1
"c~1
n~2
(!(c
1
x2
1
#c
2
x2
2
#2#c
n~3
x2
n~3
)
#ay#d(y!1)2).
Note that the number of solutions of
!(c
1
x2
1
#c
2
x2
2
#2#c
n~3
x2
n~3
)#ay#d(y!1)2"0
is just D"D(d, a; vo n~3). We now use Lemma 4 to get
D(d, a; vo n~1)
"Ap#pA
!c
n~2
c
n~1
p B!A
!c
n~2
c
n~1
p BBD
#Ap!A
!c
n~2
c
n~1
p BB (pn~3(p!1)!D)
"pn~1!pn~2!pn~2A
!c
n~2
c
n~1
p B#pn~3A
!c
n~2
c
n~1
p B
#pA
!c
n~2
c
n~1
p BD. j
LEMMA 26. If d, a, c
1
, c
2
3F]
p
, we have
(1) D
p
(d, a; (c
1
))"p!1#pA
dc
1
p B A1!A
a!4d
p B
2
B!2A
dc
1
p B
(2) D
p
(d, a; (c
1
, c
2
))"p2!p#pA
!c
1
c
2
p B A
a(a!4d)
p B#A
!c
1
c
2
p B
Proof. (1) Rewrite c
1
x2
1
"ay#d(y!1)2 as x2
1
"c~1
1
ay#c~1
1
d(y!1)2.
If (c~1
1
d/p)"(c
1
d/p)"!1 and aO4d, then this graph is a Terras graph and
hence has degree p#1. Otherwise, as in [35], the equation is equivalent to
x2
1
!c~1
1
dAy#
a
2d
!1B
2"a(4d!a)
4c
1
d
. (4)
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1
d/p)"1 and aO4d, then we can use the method of the proof of
Lemma 4 to see that the solutions are of the form x
1
"(ru#u~1)/2,
y"t~1(ru!u~1)/2#(1!a/(2d)), u3F]
p
, where t2"c~1
1
d and r"
(a(4d!a)/4c
1
d). However, we must exclude those values of u which yield
a zero value for y, namely u"(a!2d$2d)/2t~1rd. Hence the degree is
p!3. If a"4d, then (4) reduces to
x2
1
"c~1
1
d(y#1)2.
If (c~1
1
d/p)"!1, then the only solution is y"!1, x"0. If (c~1
1
d/p)"1,
then all solutions are given by x"$t(y#1), y3F]
p
, t2"c~1
1
d, and hence
there are 2p!3 of them.
(2) Since s
p
(d, a; (c
1
, c
2
))"s
p
(c~1
1
d, c~1
1
a, c~1
1
c
2
), (using the notation for
the graphs defined only in G‚(3, p)), Theorem 1 tells us that the degree is
p2!p#pA
!c~1
1
c
2
p B A
c~1
1
a(c~1
1
a!4c~1
1
d)
p B#A
!c~1
1
c
2
p B
"p2!p#pA
!c
1
c
2
p B A
a(a!4d)
p B#A
!c
1
c
2
p B . j
We can now prove Theorem 24:
Proof. The proofs that s
p
(d, a; vo n~1) is connected, vertex-transitive, non-
bipartite, regular and has girth 3 or 4 are all the same, mutatis mutandis, as
those for the graphs of the previous from G‚(3, p). To prove that the degree is
as claimed, we induct on n: Lemma 26 establishes the degrees of the n"2 and
n"3 graphs. Assume now that the statement is true for all s
p
(d, a; vo m), m(n.
If n is odd, by Lemma 25, we have
D(d, a; vo n~1)
"pn~1!pn~2!pn~2A
!c
n~2
c
n~1
p B#pn~3A
!c
n~2
c
n~1
p B
#pA
!c
n~2
c
n~1
p BD(d, a; (c1, c2,2, cn~3))
"pn~1!pn~2!pn~2A
!c
n~2
c
n~1
p B#pn~3A
!c
n~2
c
n~1
p B
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!c
n~2
c
n~1
p BApn~3!pn~4#p(n~3)@2A
(!1)(n~3)@2<n~3
j/1
c
j
p BA
a(a!4d)
p B
#p(n~3)@2~1 A
(!1)(n~3)@2<n~3
j/1
c
j
p BB .
After simplifying, this becomes
D(d, a; vo n~1)"pn~1!pn~2#p(n~1)@2A
(!1)(n~1)@2<n~1
j/1
c
j
p B A
a(a!4d)
p B
#p(n~3)@2A
(!1)(n~1)@2<n~1
j/1
c
j
p B . j
The calculation is similar when n is even.
3.2. Graph Isomorphisms
THEOREM 27. „he graph s
p
(d, a; (c
1
, c
2
,2, cn~1)) is isomorphic to each of
the following:
(1) s
p
(md, ma; (mc
1
, mc
2
,2, mcn~1)) for any m3F
]
p
.
(2) s
p
(d, a; (cn(1), cn(2),2, cn(n~1))) for any permutation n on
M1, 2,2, n!1N.
(3) s
p
(d, a; (c
1
,2, m2ci,2, cn~1)) for any m3F
]
p
, 14i4n!1.
(4) s
p
(m2d, m2a; (c
1
,2, cn~1)) for any m3F
]
p
.
(5) s
p
(d, a; (c
1
,2, mci,2, mcj,2, cn~1)) for any m3F
]
p
, 14iOj4
n!1.
(6) s
p
(d, a; (1, 1,2, 1, t)), where
t"n~1<
i/1
c(~1)i`n~1
i
.
(7) For n odd, s
p
(md, ma; (c
1
,2, cn~1)) for any m3F
]
p
.
Proof. (1) This isomorphism is trivial, since
c
1
x2
1
#c
2
x2
2
#2#c
n~1
x2
n~1
"ay#d(y!1)2
8
mc
1
x2
1
#mc
2
x2
2
#2#mc
n~1
x2
n~1
"may#md(y!1)2.
(In fact, these graphs are equal).
ON THE SPECTRA OF CERTAIN GRAPHS 433(2) Define a map from G
n
to G
n
by (y x
1
x
2 2 xn~1) Â (y xn~1(1)
xn~1(2) 2 xn~1(n~1)) Then this is a group isomorphism and
c
1
x2
1
#c
2
x2
2
#2#c
n~1
x2
n~1
"ay#d(y!1)2
8
cn(1)x2n(1)#cn(2)x2n(2)#2#cn(n~1)x2n(n~1)"ay#d(y!1)2.
(3) For any m3F]
p
, we can define a map from G
n
to G
n
by
(y x
1
x
2 2 xn~1) Â (y x1 x2 2 m~1xi 2 xn~1). This is a group isomor-
phism and
c
1
x2
1
#c
2
x2
2
#2#c
n~1
x2
n~1
"ay#d(y!1)2
8
c
1
x2
1
#c
2
x2
2
#2#m2c
i
(m~1x
i
)2#2#c
n~1
x2
n~1
"ay#d(y!1)2.
(4) Using part (3) for each i"1,2, n!1, we know that
s
p
(d, a; (c
1
, c
2
,2, cn~1))+sp(d, a; (m~2c1, m~2c2,2, m~2cn~1)),
and part 1 gives us that
s
p
(d, a; (m~2c
1
, m~2c
2
,2, m~2cn~1))"sp(m2d, m2a; (c1, c2,2, cn~1)).
(5) By Lemma 4, we can choose s,t so that s2#c
i
c
j
t2"m~1. Define
a map from G
n
to G
n
by (y x
1
x
2 2 xn~1) Â (y q(x1) q(x2) 2 q(xn~1)) where
q(x
k
)"G
x
k
if kOi,j
sx
i
!c
j
tx
j
if k"i
c
i
tx
i
#sx
j
if k"j.
This is a group isomorphism and we have
c
i
(sx
i
!c
j
tx
j
)2#c
j
(c
i
tx
i
#sx
j
)2
"c
i
(s2x2
i
!2c
j
stx
i
x
j
#c2
j
t2x2
j
)#c
j
(c2
i
t2x2
i
#2c
i
stx
i
x
j
#s2x2
j
)
"c
i
x2
i
(s2#c
i
c
j
t2)#c
j
x2
j
(s2#c
i
c
j
t2)
"m~1(c
i
x2
i
#c
j
x2
j
).
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c
1
x2
1
#2#c
i
x2
i
#2#c
j
x2
j
#2#c
n~1
x2
n~1
"ay#d(y!1)2
8
c
1
x2
1
#2#mc
i
(sx
i
!c
j
tx
j
)2#2#mc
j
(c
i
tx
i
#sx
j
)2#2#c
n~1
x2
n~1
"ay#d(y!1)2.
(6) By part (5), we know that s
p
(d, a; (c
1
, c
2
, c
n~1
))+ s
p
(d, a;
(1, c~1
1
c
2
,2, cn~1)). Similarly, sp(d, a; (1, c~11 c2,2, cn~1))+sp(d, a; (1, 1,
c
1
c~1
2
c
3
,2, cn~1)). Continuing this process leads to the isomorphism given
in the theorem.
(7) When n is odd, we can use part (5) on all pairs (2i!1, 2i),
14i4(n!1)/2, to get
s
p
(d, a; (c
1
, c
2
,2, cn~1))"sp(d, a; (m~1c1, m~1c2,2, m~1cn~1)),
and by part (1), we are finished. j
3.3. „he Adjacency Matrix
We can again block diagonalize the adjacency matrix of s
p
(d, a; vo n~1) by
conjugating with the Fourier transform of G
n
.
We first need the representations of G
n
:
PROPOSITION 28. All characters of G are given by
s
m
((y x
1
x
22 xn~1))"sm(y)
for m"0, 1,2, p!2.
Let N
n
"M(1 x
1
x
22xn~1))3GnN. For j1,2, jn~1 not all zero, define
t
j1,2,jn~1
((1 x
1
x
22 xn~1))"t( j1x1#2#jn~1xn~1),
and set
n
j1,2,jn~1
"IndGn
Nn
t
j1,2, jn~1
.
All unitary irreducible representations of G
n
of dimension larger than 1 are given
by n
j1,2, jn~1
, for ( j
1
,2, jn~1)3Pn~2(Fp), projective (n!2)-space over Fp .
Proof. As in the G‚(3, p) case, this is proved by standard representation
theory methods. j
ON THE SPECTRA OF CERTAIN GRAPHS 435THEOREM 29. Conjugation with the Fourier transform for G
n
puts A, the
adjacency matrix for s
p
(d, a; vo n~1), in block diagonal form:
FAF~1"A
R
MI B.
Here R is the (p!1)](p!1) diagonal matrix with diagonal entries
R
m
" +
s|Sp(d,a§vo n~1)
s
m
(s), m"0,2, p!2
and MI is a block diagonal matrix, with p!1 copies of each M
j1,2,jn~1
,
( j
1
,2, jn~1)3Pn~2(Fp), down its diagonal, where
M
j1,2,jn~1
" +
s|Sp(d,a§vo n~1)
n
j1,2,jn~1
(s).
Proof. See the proof of Proposition 2 in [35].
PROPOSITION 30. …ith the same notation as above, we have
M
j1,2,jn~1
" +
(y x1 x22xn~1)|Sp(d, a ; vo n~1)
Dj1x1`2jn~1xn~1…-0' y
where D is the diagonal matrix diagMt(g0), t(g1),2,t(gp~2)N and … is the
(p!1)](p!1) shift matrix.
Proof. See the analogous proof in [35]. j
3.4. Repetitions among the p!1 Dimensional Eigenvalues
Again, many of the matrices M
j1,2, ji,2, jn~1
have the same eigenvalues.
LEMMA 31. For any i, 14i4n!1, if j
i
,$j@
i
mod p, then
M
j1,2,ji ,2, jn~1
"M
j @1,2, j @i,2, j @n~1
.
Proof. See the proof of Lemma 14.
Conjecture 5. If ((+n~1
i/1
c~1
i
j2
i
)/p)"((+n~1
i/1
c~1
i
k2
i
)/p), then M
j1, j2,2, jn~1
and
M
k1,k2,2,kn~1
are similar.
3.5. Graphs with Similar Spectra
We have the same relationships between certain graphs as for those
constructed from G‚(3, p).
436 NANCY TUFTS ALLENPROPOSITION 32. If a
2
"4d!a
1
, then half of the eigenvalues of the graphs
s
p
(d, a
1
, vo n~1) and sp(d, a2, vo n~1) are the same and half have opposite sign. If
a
1
"a
2
"2d, then half of the eigenvalues of the graph are 0.
Proof. See the proof of Theorem 16. j
3.6. „he 1-Dimensional Eigenvalues and Eigenfunctions
As before, the eigenfunctions corresponding to the 1-dimensional eigen-
values are the power functions.
THEOREM 33. For each multiplicative character s
m
, m"0, 1,2, p!2,
define
P
n,sm((y x1 x22xn~1))"sm((y x1 x22xn~1))"sm(y).
„hen P
n,sm is an eigenfunction of the adjacency matrix of sp(d, a; vo n~1) with
corresponding eigenvalue R
m
"+
s|Sp(d,a§vo n~1)
s
m
(s).
Proof. See the proof of Theorem 17. j
The 1-dimensional eigenvalues turn out to be remarkably easy to calculate;
in fact, they are just multiples of the 1-dimensional eigenvalues of the graphs
from G‚(2, p) and G‚(3, p).
THEOREM 34. Fix d, a, c
1
, c
2
,2, cn~13F
]
p
. For each k, 24k4n, write
vo k~1 for (c1, c2,2, ck~1), and let Rks be the 1-dimensional eigenvalue of
s
p
(d, a; vo k~1) associated with the multiplicative character s. „hen
Rns"GA
(!1)(n~2)@2 <n~1
k/2
c
k
p B p(n~2)@2R2s if n is even
A
(!1)(n~3)@2 <n~1
k/3
c
k
p B p(n~3)@2 R3s if n is odd.
Proof. We have
Rns" +
s|Sp(d,a;vo n~1)
s(s)" +
(y x1 x2 2xn~1)|Sp(d, a; vo n~1)
s(y).
Break this sum into two terms according to whether c
n~2
x2
n~2
#c
n~1
x2
n~1
is
zero or not.
Rns" +
(y x1 x22xn~1)|Sp(d, a; vo n~1)
cn~2x2n~2`cn~1x2n~1/0
s(y)# +
(y x1 x22xn~1)|Sp(d, a; vo n~1)
cn~2x2n~2`cn~1x2n~1E0
s(y).
ON THE SPECTRA OF CERTAIN GRAPHS 437Using Lemma 4 as we did in the proof of Lemma 25, we have
Rns"Ap#pA
!c
n~2
c
n~1
p B!A
!c
n~2
c
n~1
p BB +
y|F
]
p ,x1,2,xn~3|Fp
c1x21`2`cn~3x2n~1/fd,a(y)
s(y)
#Ap!A
!c
n~2
c
n~1
p BB +
y|F
]
p ,x1,2,xn~3|Fp
c1x21`2`cn~3x2n~3Efd,a(y)
s(y)
"p A
!c
n~2
c
n~1
p B +
y|F
]
p ,x1,2,xn~3|Fp
c1x21`2`cn~3x2n~3Efd,a(y)
s(y)
#Ap!A
!c
n~2
c
n~1
p BB +
y|F
]
p ,x1,2,xn~3|Fp
s(y)
"p A
!c
n~2
c
n~1
p B +
s|Sp(d,a;vo n~3)
s(s)
"p A
!c
n~2
c
n~1
p BRn~2s .
Continuing inductively, we arrive at the desired formula for Rns. j
COROLLARY 35. If n is odd and s is nontrivial, then
Rns"A
(!1)(n~1)@2 <n~1
k/1
c
k
p B p(n~1)@2 +
fd,a(y)/0
s(y).
Proof. The graph s
p
(d, a; (c
1
, c
2
)) equals s
p
(c~1
1
d, c~1
1
a, c~1
1
c
2
) (using the
notation of the G‚(3, p) graphs). Therefore, by Theorem 18,
R3s"A
!c~1
1
c
2
p B p +
c~11 ay`c~11 d (y~1)/0
s(y)"A
!c
1
c
2
p B p +
fd,a(y)/0
s(y) .
Hence, by the theorem above,
Rns"A
(!1)(n~3)@2 c
3
c
4
2c
n~1
p B p(n~3)@2AA
!c
1
c
2
p B p +
fd,a(y)/0
s(y)B
"A
(!1)(n~1)@2 c
1
c
2
c
3
2c
n~1
p B p(n~1)@2 +
fd,a(y)/0
s(y). j
438 NANCY TUFTS ALLENCOROLLARY 36. If n is odd and s is nontrivial, then the 1-dimension eigen-
value Rns is given by
(1) 0, if A
a(a!4d)
p B"!1.
(2) A
(!1)(n~1)@2<n~1
k/1
c
k
p B p(n~1)@2s(!1), if a"4d.
(3) A
(!1)(n~1)@2<n~1
k/1
c
k
p B p(n~1)@2(s(y0)#s~1(y0)), if A
a(a!4d)
p B"1,
where y
0
is a solution of fd,a(y)"0.
Proof. This follows from the corollary above and Corollary 19. j
COROLLARY 37. If n is even, s is nontrivial, and a"4d, then
Rns"!A
(!1)(n~2)@2 d<n~1
k/1
c
k
p B p(n~2)@2s(!1).
Proof. As we saw in the proof of Lemma 26, part (1), if a"4d then
S
p
(d, a; (c
1
)) is given by
G
M(!1 0)N if A
c
1
d
p B"!1
M(y $t(y#1)) : y3F]
p
, t2"c
1
dN if A
c
1
d
p B"1.
Therefore, if (c
1
d/p)"!1,
R2s" +
s|Sp(d, a; (c1))
s(s)"s(!1).
If (c
1
d/p)"1, we have
R2s" +
s|Sp(d, a; (c1))
s(s)"2 +
y|F
]
p , yE~1
s(y)# +
y/~1
s(y)
"2 +
y|F
]
p
s(y)! +
y/~1
s(y)"!s(!1). j
ON THE SPECTRA OF CERTAIN GRAPHS 439Remark. If n55 is odd and (a(a!4d)/p)"1, then s
p
(d, a; vo n~1) will not
be Ramanujan, since for s"s
(p~1)@2
we have
Rns"A
(!1)(n~1)@2<n~1
k/1
c
k
p B p(n~1)@2(s(y0)#s~1(y0))"$2p(n~1)@2.
The degree of s
p
(d, a; vo n~1) is
pn~1!pn~2$p(n~1)@2$p(n~3)@2,
and for n55
2p(n~1)@2’2J(pn~1!pn~2$p(n~1)@2$p(n~3)@2)!1,
and so the graph cannot be Ramanujan. Similarly, if n54 is even and R2s is
sufficiently close to 2Jp, then s
p
(d, a; vo n~1) will not be Ramanujan.
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